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Abstract The Differentiated Services architecture allows a service provider to configure 
new services dynamically using a policy protocol. This benefit, however, may 
not be fully realized if the service provider need a high effort to update its billing 
system to charge for the services. Thus. there is a real need for a flexible billing 
architecture. To meet this need, a policy-based billing architecture is proposed in 
this paper. This architecture allows a service provider to define policies for con
figuring various processes of a billing system based on the charging and pricing 
schemes used for indi vidual services. Definitions of policies for various charging 
and pricing schemes are discussed and the potential complexity of each of them 
is analyzed. Based on the complexity analysis four classes of services. which 
utilize the least complex charging schemes and require the minimum traffic me
tering effort. are recommended for meeting different application requirements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The current Internet supports a single level of best-effort service. Every 
packet has the same probability of being delayed or discarded in case of con
gestion. Any lost packets can be recovered by using higher layer protocols 
(e.g. TCP), which incorporate an acknowledgement procedure. However, this 
mechanism degrades the achievable throughput and incurs additional delay, 
making it less suitable for emerging real-time applications, which have strict 
delay requirements. 

In an attempt to enrich this service model, the Internet Engineering Task 
Force (lETF) is considering a number of architectural extensions that permit 
the allocation of different service levels to different users. One of the outcomes 
of this effort is the Integrated Services (IntServ) architecture that integrates 
guaranteed and predictive service quality with the best-effort service of the 
Internet. This service model provides service discrimination through explicit 
allocation and scheduling of resources in the network using RSVP (Resource 
Reservation Setup Protocol) [6]. The feasibility of maintaining the state of 
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each reservation in all intervening routers near the core of the Internet is ques
tioned [21]. Because of the IntServ scalability problems, the Differentiated 
Services (DiffServ) architecture [25,3] has been proposed to provide a means 
of offering a spectrum of services without having to maintain per-flow state in 
every router. 

The DiffServ architecture is based on an interconnecting of administrative 
domains. Within each domain most of the resource management complexity is 
pushed to the domain edge. On domain ingress, incoming traffic is classified 
by the per-hop behavior (PHB) bits into aggregates. The aggregated traffic is 
forwarded and policed within the domain according to the aggregate profiles 
in place. 

The definitions of the PHB within a domain define the different services 
that can be provided by the DiffServ architecture. Policy protocols, such as 
COPS (Common Open Policy Service) [5], have been suggested to provide 
dynamic and automatic configuration of various network elements in imple
menting the PHB. This offers high flexibility for a domain administrator or 
service provider to define a wide variety of services to meet market needs. 
This benefit, however, may not be fully realized if the service provider can not 
charge for the new services, or if an update of their billing system to charge for 
the services requires a high effort. Thus, a flexible billing architecture is 
needed to complement the flexibility offered by the differentiated service 
model. To meet this need, a policy-based billing architecture is proposed in 
this paper. Prior to describing the architecture, a structure review of existing 
charging and pricing schemes is presented in the next section. 

2. CHARGING MODELS 

2.1 Charging Structure 

As charging for other telecommunication services, e.g. telephony service, 
the Internet charging is also structured into subscription charge and session 
charge. Each of these in turns has a setup component and a recurring or usage 
part. 

The subscription-setup charge is sometimes termed the "joining fee", for 
setting up the user account and provision of software or hardware required for 
connection to the Internet. The subscription-recurring charge is often termed 
"access or rental". It is often a simple flat charge. 

The session-setup charge is often termed "session-access" charge. It is of
ten a simple flat charge, such as for setting up a multicast session. The session
usage charge usually varies according to the amount of resources reserved or 
consumed. 

The time scale for the subscription charge is normally longer than or equal 
to the time scale of the session charge. Thus, the subscription charge can be 
used to reduce the need for a session charge. In view of this, we can differenti
ate the charging into two categories. i.e. 
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1. Flat rate charging, where the session charge is zero and the session-usage 
charge is absorbed by the subscription-recurring charge. This charge al
lows the user to receive unlimited network access, regardless of the 
amount of time connected to the network and the amount of traffic sent or 
received. 

2. Usage sensitive charging, where the session-usage charge is non-zero and 
varies according to the level of resources used or reserved by the custom
ers. 

The usage sensitive charge can be defined by a formula which expresses 
the usage charge UC as a function of setup charge SC, pricing p and usage U 
parameters, i.e. 

uc = sc + LiPi Vi (1) 

The usage parameters quantify the number of units of usage. The possible 
parameters used are duration (D) and volume (V). Based on the usage pa
rameters, we can differentiate two categories of usage-sensitive charging, 
namely duration-based and volume-based charging. Duration-based charging 
is commonly used for charging reserved resources, while the volume-based 
charging is commonly used for charging consumed resources. A combination 
of both charging categories has also been suggested, for example, to charge 
out-profile traffic differently from in-profile traffic [28,8], or to charge con
sumed resources on top of the reserved resources [12]. The combined or two
tier charging can be expressed as: 

(2) 

The benefits of such a combined pricing is to allow the user to lower the 'per 
unit time' cost at the cost of raising the 'per unit volume' cost. 

The pricing or tariffing parameters define the price per unit of reserved or 
consumed resources. The reserved resources can be expressed in terms of 
bandwidth and buffer (B), or token bucket filter (F) parameters (e.g. leaky rate 
and bucket size). The reserved bandwidth can be specified explicitly by the 
users, measured [9], or derived from the source parameters (e.g. mean rate, 
peak rate, and burstiness) and the required quality of service usage, for exam
ple, using the equivalent bandwidth concept [14]. On the other hand, the con
sumed resources can be given in terms of packets, octets or bits. In this paper, 
we assume the bandwidth based pricing for reserved resources and packet 
based pricing for consumed resources. The packet can be of different priority 
or precedence level (P), where different levels of resources are allocated im
plicitly to meet specific quality of service. 

In general we can write the pricing parameters as a function of allocated 
resources (R), i.e. P = I( R), where R = B or P. For example, the function I( B) 
can simply be a linear function, e.g. I( B) = (B/Bu) PBu, where Bu is unit of 
bandwidth and PBu is the price per unit of bandwidth. 
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The price per unit bandwidth PBu can be static or dynamically varied de
pending on the current demand on the network resources, which gives rise to 
the two pricing categories, namely static pricing and dynamic pricing. 

2.1.1 Static Pricing 

The price in this category is set in the contract between the user and the 
service provider. The time scale of this price change is much longer than the 
session duration. Prices normally do not change simply because of instantane
ous congestion within the network, but rather due to long term observation of 
network usage and market conditions. For example, the service provider will 
give advance notice to lower prices to stay competitive, or raise prices to meet 
increasing cost. 

The static pricing parameters can be modified by other session characteris
tics. Three price modifiers, which are commonly used in the telephony pricing, 
are time-oj-day (1), destination or end-points (E), and usage ( U). 

With the time-oj-day modifier, the price depends on the calendar time, such 
as the time of day (peak or off-peak), day of the week (weekday or weekend), 
or public holiday. It is a form of congestion pricing based on long-term obser
vations. This factor has been suggested in [26] for Internet pricing. 

With the destination modifier, the price depends on the distance between 
the sender and the receiver. It can be based on the number of hops traversed or 
simply the location of the receiver [10]. While hop count and domain name 
may reveal information on distance and location, no ubiquitous method is 
available for accurately determining distance or location. With the diminishing 
distance pricing in the telephony industry, it is also expected that the distance 
pricing in the Internet will playa less significant part. Thus, this argues for a 
distance independence pricing or other simple alternatives, such as a zoning 
approach. With this approach user traffic is categorized as in-zone if it is ad
dressed to a receiver within the same service provider domain and out-zone 
otherwise. A surcharge is applied to out-zone traffic which accounts for the 
interconnecting charge incurred by the traffic. 

With the usage modifier, the price depends on the amount of usage, i.e. the 
duration of a session or the level of traffic volume. This is to encourage long 
session in order to minimize the overhead of session setup process or to en
courage high volume customers [7]. 

Taking into account these three factors as surcharges or discounts to the 
base chargesJ(R), we can write the pricing formula as: 

p =/(R,T,E,U) =/(R)f(T)/(E)j(U), where U = D or V (3) 

2.1.2 Dynamic Pricing 

The price in this category varies depending on the demand on the network 
resources or congestion level within the network. The price changes instanta-
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neously or on the spot (thus, the name spot-pricing). The intention is that the 
price should be zero when the network is uncongested, but when there is con
gestion the price should reflect the incremental social cost determined by the 
marginal delay cost to other users and the willingness of the user to pay for the 
cost. Price adjusting can be performed by auction pricing and by feedback 
pricing. 

With auction pricing or a "smart market" approach [22], prices are deter
mined based on consumers bids. Users include a bid in each packet [23]. At 
congested routers, packets are prioritized based on these bids . In case of con
gestion, packets containing the lowest bid are discarded first, and accepted 
packets are priced at a rate determined by the highest bid among the rejected 
packets. The cost of carrying each packet is thus related to the marginal value 
(represented by the bid) of the traffic which has been pushed out. At the equi
librium price the user's willingness to pay for additional data packets equals 
the marginal increase in delay cost generated by those packets [22]. Bandwidth 
auctioning, rather than per-packet auctioning, has been considered in [20,13]. 
In this approach bandwidth is split into small units and users bid for the re
quired bandwidth at each auction period. 

With feedback pricing, prices are calculated by the provider dynamically 
based on current network load. For example, in [24] prices are calculated 
based on the instantaneous filling level of the buffers at network nodes. Price 
feedback can be initiated by a customer query, e.g. by sending a request to 
convey the source demand followed by the network feeding back the price 
[27], or by a load threshold within the network [13]. The basic unit for pricing 
can be sent packet, or units of bandwidth reserved over a fixed time period 
[24,13]. The users decide whether or not to send packets or to reserve band
width based on the prices given . 

3. POLICY -BASED BILLING ARCHITECTURE 

3.1 Billing System Framework 
Billing Contlgu ratlon 

(User Specificl 

Figure I. Billing System Framework 
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From capturing the usage to creating a bill to be sent to a customer, a bill
ing system goes through processes, which can be modeled by a layering 
framework as shown in Figure 1. 

The metering layer tracks and records usage of resources by observing the 
traffic flows. The metering policy, used for configuring the metering layer, 
specifies the attributes of the traffic flows to be observed. In a connection less 
network, such as Internet, where it is difficult to locate the end-point of a flow, 
the metering policy can also be used to define the flow duration. 

The collecting layer accesses data provided by metering entities as well as 
collecting charged related events and forward them for further processing to 
accounting layer. This layer can collect information from multiple meters, as 
for multicast and distribute to home domains, as for user roaming. For this 
reason, the efforts in standardizing data exchange format and protocol at this 
layer will be beneficial. The meters from where to collect the data, the type of 
data and the frequency in collecting them are defined by the accounting policy. 

The accounting layer consolidates the collected information from the col
lecting layer either within the same provider domain or from other provider 
domains and creates network accounting data sets or records which are passed 
to the charging layer for the assignment of prices. For supporting multicast 
charging, the multicast topology including splitting points can be reconstructed 
by entities of this layer (see [16,7] for further information on multicast charg
ing). 

The charging layer derives session charges for the accounting records 
based on service specific charging and pricing schemes as per equation (l), 
which are specified by the charging policy. 

The hilling layer collects the charging information for a customer over a 
time period, e.g. one month, and include subscription charges and possible 
discounts into a bill. Billing policy can be used to specify the bill details. 

Not all components of the reference model will appear in every billing 
system. For example, a service provider which only provides a single service 
and charges the customers flat-rate will only implement the functionality of 
the billing layer. On the other hand, a service provider offering multiple serv
ices may implement the policy-based architecture to allow different charging 
schemes to be used for different services or customers without having to hard
coded the charging formula into the billing system. For further discussion on 
the implementation issues of the proposed billing system framework as well as 
the ways for handling policy differences among multiple providers, interested 
readers are referred to [16]. 

3.2 Policy Setup 

To illustrate the policy definitions and their relationship to the user sub
scription and session profile, we consider a subscriber with a default service 
and being allowed to use two other services. For each service, there are associ-
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ated charging policies, accounting policies and metering policies which are set 
up based on the subscriber's service contract or service level agreement (SLA). 
We assume that a combined charging scheme is applied to one of the service, 
where duration-based charging is applied to the reserved resources and vol
ume-based charging is applied to the consumed resources or out-profile traffic. 
A sample of policy setup for this customer is shown in Figure 2. Due to page 
limitations, we combine collecting and accounting policy and refer to them 
simply as accounting policy . Interested readers are referred to [16) for more 
descriptions and examples. 

Sub:;cription Prom. 

!elilI>11WWW 
Dellw\t SrIVicdDI 

'AUowed, SelVice 1D2 Charging Policy 
Servi<'e 1D3 ,?'J1",;llllt $ »Jl.'t>1Ill!inl P(>l~'ro "'l""'~;::;Z 

Selup Co~1: SC 

Service Contract Pricing Formula: PI =flB) = JI ... .o.BIBu 
" , ' ;J()'$W' I" "flP) "Pr ••• 

Ch~rging Formul., UC = SC + PI DlDu + PI VIY" Accounling Policy 

Clwrglng f(llicy ID 
A="nrin~ Pn/lry ID r-- 1 ;\t.j%ilA~Ullll'~fI)~ 

AcOon: Collect dur,ation D 

Action,: Collecl bandwidth B 

Se.'ision Profile Action: Collect volume V. given P 

'''1li!!iliiW ·+!$,.n:5:Flllwl[),I\'~;" .'''''. 4i~¥! FlowlD 

Flow Spec: src hO>lIIO, src port, desl hosllO, desl pon. Mtltrlns Policy ID 

reserved b,ndwidlh '8 

SuolalD 
Melering Policy 

·"TMe~iirutI?OII.cJ';11) 'Yfi.ilil 
Us,,/D 

Action: MClervolumc V. siven P 

'---- Flow lD 

Figure 2. Relationship between Profiles and Policies 

In the figure the identifications appearing in italic indicate the link between 
the records. For example, Accounting Policy ID links a charging policy to its 
corresponding accounting policy. In the charging policy a combined charging 
formula is used for Service 102. Based on the charging formula, an accounting 
policy is defined to collect the required usage (duration and volume for pack
ets with priority P) and pricing (reserved bandwidth) parameters for a specific 
Flow ID. A metering policy is defined to meter the traffic volume required by 
the accounting policy . 

The policies are used by authentication server [1] in conjunction with ad
mission control or bandwidth broker. The authentication process checks the 
subscriber profile based on User 10 and Service ID from the user service re
quest and decide whether the request is admissible or not. Once a request is 
admitted the process will create a session profile and retrieve the accounting 
and metering policy from policy database and distribute them to the account
ing and collecting layer and the metering layer, respectively . 
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3.2.1 Applicability for Various Charging Schemes 

In discussing the policy setup in the previous section a combined charging 
has been used. This charging scheme represents a general scheme as the three 
charging schemes, flat-rate, duration-based and volume-based, can be treated 
as special cases of this scheme. For the flat-rate charging no charging policy, 
and hence accounting policy and metering policy, need to be defined. For the 
duration-based charging no metering policy needs to be defined. Assuming 
that the bandwidth is static throughout the session, then the accounting policy 
just needs to obtain the bandwidth from the session profile and the duration 
from the flow start time and flow stop time. This means that the scheme can be 
considered simple. For the volume-based, all three types of policies are needed 
and the metering can be quite complex and resource consuming [4]. This 
means that the volume-based charging is the most complex among the three 
charging schemes. Moreover, as the accounting and metering policy defini
tions are based on the charging policy, which in turns based on the charging 
formula used, we can conclude that the complexity of a billing system depend 
on the charging formula. 

3.2.2 Applicability for Various Pricing Schemes 

The pricing strategies used in the above example is based on static resource 
pricing, where only bandwidth has been used for pricing the reserved re
sources and priority packet pricing has been used for pricing the consumed 
resources. 

The use of price modifiers, such as time-of-day, destination and usage, in 
conjunction with the resource pricing may require additional policy defini
tions. For example, let us consider a flow, which starts at 17:55 and lasts until 
18:30 and the peak rate to off-peak rate transition is at 18 :00. The simplest 
alternative for the service provider is to charge the peak rate for the entire flow 
duration at I minute granularity, i.e. VC = 35 f(B,peak). In this case no addi
tional policy is needed. However, in order to be competitive and fairer to the 
users, the service provider may use an alternative charging scheme where the 
peak rate is charged up to 18:00 and off-peak rate is charged for the rest of the 
flow duration, i.e. VC = 1:'; Vi f;( B, T) = 5 f( B,peak) + 30 f( B,ojf-peak). In this 
case additional accounting policy is needed to specify the creation of an ac
counting record at 18:00. This increases the complexity of the charging 
scheme. 

Additional accounting policy will also be needed for dynamic pricing, 
which can be viewed as an extension of the time of day resource pricing where 
the price changes on the spot depending on the network condition. Unlike 
time-of-day, it is imperative for the dynamic pricing to generate accounting 
records when the price changes. These records form a dynamic contract be
tween the customer and the service provider and thus, can be used as evidence 
in any disputes with the customers. The resulting number of accounting rec-
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ords can be large depending on the price update period. For example, let us 
consider a flow, which lasts for three minutes and generate an average of 250 
packets. Using a bandwidth auction pricing with an auction period of 30 sec
onds (same as default refresh RSVP's soft-state period) six accounting records 
needs to be created. On the other hand, if the auction is based on the packet, 
then up to 250 accounting records need to be generated if all packets success
fully gained access to the network. This number is obviously much larger than 
one or two accounting records created for static resource pricing. In addition to 
the potential large overhead, the dynamic pricing has been considered complex 
due to the need for modifying the bandwidth reservation protocol or packet 
transfer protocol to include the price information [26]. 

Table 1 summarizes the policies required by different charging and pricing 
schemes along with the complexity of the schemes. 

T. hl J C a e I' fCh omplexltyo argmgan dP" S h ncmg cernes 
Charging and Charging Policy Accounting Policy Metering Complexityl 
Pricing Schemes Policy Overhead 
Flat rate charging None None None Sinwle 
Duration charg- P = j(B) = PH" BlBu Collect duration D None Simple 
ing. bandwidth UC = sc + P DIDu and bandwidth B Require additional 
pricing (Bu is bandwidth unit. policies if price modifi-

Du is duration unit) ers are used 
Duration charg- Pi = Pd BilBu Collect duration Di• None Complex 
ing. dynamic UC = SC + 1; Pi D/Du reserved bandwidth Increasing session 
pricing (auction (Bu is unit of bid band- B; and price per unit duration or auction! 
and feedback) width) bandwidth Pd within feedback period in-

i-th auction! feed- creases number of 
back period accounting records 

Volume charging. P/~~ =.HPJ = P/l~.V" Collect number of Count Medium 
packet pricing UC = sc + I/l~Pm packets VIlS per packets Large overhead in 

VnslVu priority P per prior- counting packets. 
(Vu is volume unit. ity P 
P indicated by OS-byte) 

Volume charging. P;=P'1 Collect current price None Very complex 
auction pricing UC = SC + 1;p, per packet p" Increasing number of 

packets generated 
within session duration 
increases number of 
accounting records 

Volume charging. Pi =Pd Collect volume Vi Count Complex 
feedback pricing uc = sc + 1; Pi V, and cu rrent price packets Increasing session or 

per packet p" within feedback period in-
within i-th feed- feedback creases number of 
back period period accounting records 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR DIFFSERV CHARGING AND SERVICES 

The proposed policy-based architecture has been demonstrated to support 
flat-rate, duration-based and volume-based charging, which are the three 
charging schemes identified through a structure review in Section 2. The ar
chitecture has also been shown to support static and dynamic pricing schemes. 
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The analysis in the previous section has shown that some schemes are more 
complex than others, especially the dynamic pricing schemes. Based on this 
complexity analysis, four classes of services as listed in Table 2, which use the 
least complex charging and pricing schemes, are recommended. 

By providing various default services with the subscription charge varied 
according to the loss priority level, users can select the most suitable default 
service based on their long-term requirements. The users can use an adaptive 
traffic control, such as packet marking engine [11], to monitor their traffic and 
select to transmit at higher priority than their chosen default service (i.e. using 
the priority service) if the observed service rate falls below the minimum tar
get rate. With the network dropping lower priority packets first, this approach 
approximates the dynamic pricing where the high priority indicates the will
ingness of the users to offer higher bids in order to ensure the delivery of their 
packets. It avoids the complexity of the dynamic pricing scheme as the charge 
for the priority service is simply volume-based with static priority packet 
pricing. 

In regard to the marking of out-profile traffic in this service, out-profile 
packets can be marked down to the default service of the user, which is not 
necessary best-effort, since users value their packets as low as their default 
service. The default marking can be conveyed to the routers using AAA policy 
protocol [1] during authentication process. 

The four service classes can be implemented using a multi-queue with 
protective buffer policies [17] in order to ensure that the traffic from one class 
does not affect the traffic from other classes during overload, while making 
full use of network resources dunng light load. 

To hi 2 Pr a e oposed Service Classes 

Service Description Examples Recommended 
Charl!inl! Scheme 

Premium Peak bandwidth reservation. Real-time applications that Duration charging, 
service strict delay. jitter and loss guar- concern about jitter and bandwidth pricing 
[19) antee. highest delay and loss cannot tolerate loss. e.g. 

priority CBR video transmission 
Assured Expected bandwidth reservation. Real-time applications that Duration charging, 
service guarantee delay and jitter. but concern about jitter but bandwidth pricing 
[18) tolerate some loss tolerate loss. e.g. VBR 

Marking of out-profile traffic to video transmission 
user default service 

Priority Relative delay priority with loss Applications that require Volume charging. 
service priority option as per default some delay or throughput priority packet pric-
[2) servIces guarantee. e.g. priority data ing 

transmission 
Default Relative loss priority. best effort Non-real time applications. Flat rate charging 
services and above best effort e. g. normal data transfer 
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